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IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE
------------------------------------------------------------- x
: Chapter 11
:
: Case No. 15-11296 (LSS )
COLT HOLDING COMPANY LLC, et al.,
: (Jointly Administered)
:
Hearing Date: July 29, 2015 @ 9:30 a.m. ET
Debtors.
: Re: Dkt. Nos. 225, 226, 228, 232
------------------------------------------------------------- x
In re:

OBJECTION OF SCIENS CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LLC TO BANKRUPTCY
RULE 2004 MOTIONS FILED BY (I) THE AD HOC CONSORTIUM OF
HOLDERS OF SENIOR NOTES, (II) THE OFFICIAL COMMITTEE
OF UNSECURED CREDITORS, AND (III) THE DEBTORS
Sciens Capital Management LLC, for itself and for various affiliated funds in which it
and its investors have direct and indirect ownership interests (collectively, "Sciens") in Colt
Holding Company LLC and its affiliates (collectively, "Colt" or the "Debtors"), by and through
its undersigned counsel, hereby submits this objection (the "Objection") to the Bankruptcy Rule
2004 motions filed by the Ad Hoc Consortium (the "Consortium") of holders of those certain
8.75% Senior Notes issued by Colt (the "Senior Notes") [Dkt. No. 225], the Official Committee
of Unsecured Creditors (the “Committee”) [Dkt. No. 232] , and the Debtors [Dkt. No. 228]
(collectively, the “Rule 2004 Motions”).
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
1.

As explained below, the Rule 2004 Motions are contrived and unnecessary. They

were filed in bad faith and in violation of this Court’s rules governing such discovery.1
Accordingly, the motions should be denied.

1

See, e.g., Del. Bankr. L.R. 2004-1 (requiring the parties to engage in good faith efforts to confer upon discovery
matters before bringing Rule 2004 motion proceedings).
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On Monday, July 20, counsel for the Consortium and the Committee emailed

letters to Sciens demanding production of “all documents” responsive to more than 70 separate
categories within two days. These demands were impossible to satisfy, and the letters were a
mere pretext to file the Rule 2004 Motions.
3.

On July 22, Sciens replied to the Consortium and the Committee that, while the

document demands were unreasonable and the proposed deadline could not be met, it was
willing to discuss a voluntary expedited document production relating to the upcoming bid
procedures hearing and, specifically, the Debtors’ West Hartford facility lease which the
movants have acknowledged in the Rule 2004 Motions is their primary concern.2
4.

The same day, counsel for Sciens and the Debtors had an initial call and

tentatively agreed to meet and confer on the discovery requests the following day. But just hours
after this call, and without bothering to wait for the meet-and-confer discussion, the movants
jumped the gun and filed their Rule 2004 Motions the evening of July 22 (on shortened notice,
no less). The movants' papers pay lip service to Sciens’ offer to voluntarily produce documents,
but based on putative exigencies entirely of their own making, the movants allege that a Rule
2004 order is necessary as a preemptive protective measure. Sciens disagrees.
5.

The Consortium and Debtors have known about the West Hartford facility lease

issues since well before these cases were filed.3 The Consortium’s filings since mid-June have
been making the same baseless accusations against Sciens regarding the lease.4 Thus, the

2

The letter requests of the Consortium, the Committee and the Debtors are attached hereto at Exhibit A. Sciens’
letter replies to each of the Consortium, the Committee and the Debtors are attached hereto at Exhibit B.

3

See, e.g., Debtors’ Rule 2004 Motion ¶ 10 (during meetings with Colt on May 16, 2015, “representatives of the
[Consortium] expressed their hope that the Lease would be extended”).

4

See Supplemental Objection Of Ad Hoc Consortium Of Holders Of Senior Notes To Debtors’ DIP Motion [Dk.t
No. 100] [Filed 6/19/2015].

2
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Consortium could have made its discovery requests weeks ago, which would have enabled the
parties to hold good faith discussions and resolve any potential disputes and also would have
obviated the need for shortened notice and the aggressive discovery schedule the Consortium
now seeks to impose upon Sciens. Even the Consortium’s declaration [Dkt. No. 226] in support
of its Rule 2004 Motion shows that it knew all of the relevant facts by July 8 at the latest. Yet
the Consortium and the Debtors sat on their hands for another two weeks before springing their
demands on Sciens to make an exceedingly broad document production in 48 hours.5
6.

As bad as the Debtors' and the Consortium's contrived "emergency" motions are,

at least they acknowledge that the West Hartford facility lease is the only issue warranting
expedited discovery. In piling on with its own "emergency" motion, the Committee goes the
other movants one better by demanding expedited document production, by August 2, of more
than 50 separate additional categories covering a myriad of topics wholly unrelated to the lease;
as with the other movants, the Committee made no effort to meet and confer with Sciens before
filing its motion. That is not good faith.
7.

Regardless, as Sciens told each of the movants before their Rule 2004 Motions

were filed, it remains willing to voluntarily provide reasonable expedited discovery relating to
the West Hartford facility lease. To that end, Sciens is in the process of collecting and reviewing
documents from the most relevant custodians with respect to the lease issues. Sciens’ proposed
production protocol, as detailed below, fairly balances the movants’ desire for expedited
discovery on lease matters, on the one hand, with the burdens on Sciens and the practical
problems created by the movants’ dilatory conduct, on the other hand. Sciens will continue to
confer in good faith with the movants to address and resolve any legitimate concerns. And if the
5

Obviously, the self-imposed DIP milestones insisted upon by the Consortium (which it can easily extend) when
it chose to intercede as DIP lender provide no justification to expedite its own discovery requests now.

3
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parties cannot resolve any specific disputes regarding the lease-related discovery after properly
meeting and conferring as required by the local rules, they can be raised with the Court on
shortened notice. Thus, a Rule 2004 order is not required, and should not be entered, at this
time.
ARGUMENT
A.

The West Hartford Facility Lease Is The Only Matter For Which Expedited
Discovery Is Appropriate.
8.

The Rule 2004 Motions acknowledge that the West Hartford facility lease (and

unfounded allegations regarding Sciens’ purported influence over the landlord) is the only issue
for which expedited discovery may be warranted (emphases added below):
The Consortium:


Consortium Rule 2004 Motion ¶ 1 (“One of the most critical issues in the Debtors’
chapter 11 cases is resolution of the Debtors’ lease of the West Hartford Facility”)



Consortium Rule 2004 Motion ¶ 5 (“As set forth in the Document Requests, the
investigation that the Consortium seeks is limited in scope and focused on the Lease
and the West Hartford Facility”)



Consortium Rule 2004 Motion ¶ 65 (“the substantial uncertainty surrounding the
Lease is the only issue preventing the development of a plan of reorganization.”)

The Debtors


Debtors’ Rule 2004 Motion ¶ 1 (“Because the lease for the West Hartford Facility [ ],
where the vast majority of the Debtors' production takes place, expires on October 25,
2015, the status of the Debtors' main manufacturing facility needs to be resolved
urgently”)



Debtors’ Rule 2004 Motion ¶ 1 (“Any successful section 363 sale or plan of
reorganization depends on answering open questions about the Lease and related
issues concerning Sciens”)



Debtors’ Rule 2004 Motion ¶ 27 (“given the fast-approaching deadlines of October
12 (assume or reject Lease) and October 25 (Lease expires), accelerated Rule 2004
discovery is warranted”)

4
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The Committee


Committee Rule 2004 Motion ¶ 1 (“It is no secret that a successful outcome for all
creditor constituencies in the Debtors’ chapter 11 cases [ ] likely requires resolution
of issues created by the impending stated expiration on October 25, 2015 (barring an
extension, renewal, or court-ordered relief) of the Debtors’ lease with the Landlord [ ]
for the facilities located in West Hartford, Connecticut from which the Debtors
operate their business [ ]. Failure to resolve these time-sensitive issues may result in
considerable, unnecessary value destruction and, potentially, the loss of hundreds of
jobs”)



Committee Rule 2004 Motion ¶ 3 (“The Committee adopts, and expressly
incorporates herein by reference, the factual bases set forth in the Consortium’s Rule
2004 Motion of Sciens for taking expedited Rule 2004 discovery with respect to the
Lease”)

9.

The movants argue that the lease discovery should be expedited because (i) it is

needed in connection with the bid procedures hearing currently scheduled for August 13, 2015
(Consortium Rule 2004 Motion ¶ 67) and (ii) the lease expires on October 25, 2015. However,
the Debtors (no doubt after conferring with the Consortium) previously adjourned the bid
procedures hearing. Therefore, if the August 13 hearing is the excuse for requiring Sciens to
bear the burden of expedited lease discovery, the movants should be required to represent that
the bid procedures hearing will indeed go forward at that time, and if any further adjournment is
or becomes contemplated, they should disclose that information immediately. So far as concerns
the lease expiration, it is at least three months away, and the Consortium has argued in this Court
(via abstract theories) that the landlord will be unable to evict the Debtors for at least a full year
after expiration of the lease; that timetable hardly justifies the request for expedited discovery.
B.

Sciens’ Proposed Discovery Protocol
10.

Given the overlap in their lease-related requests, the Debtors, the Consortium and

the Committee also should be required to coordinate their discovery efforts. As proposed below,

5
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Sciens is willing to produce the same set of documents to each of the movants while endeavoring
to address their various concerns regarding the lease issues.
11.

Subject Matter of the Discovery. The discovery from Sciens should be limited to

the West Hartford facility lease and the allegations regarding Sciens’ purported control over the
landlord. As discussed above, each of the movants has clearly identified this as the most critical
issue requiring expedited discovery. Indeed, the Consortium acknowledges in its Rule 2004
Motion that it is seeking discovery solely with respect to the leased facility. See Consortium
Rule 2004 Motion ¶ 5.
12.

The Debtors’ Rule 2004 Motion papers suggest they also seek discovery

regarding certain financial advisory and consulting services agreements between Sciens and Colt
Defense (¶ 17), a services agreement between a prior Colt affiliate (Archive Properties) and Colt
Defense (¶ 18), and the Debtors’ tax carry-forward attributes (Exhibit A, Request No. 12). The
Debtors have failed to engage Sciens in a single discussion about these topics and whether this
discovery may be resolved consensually. Moreover, the Debtors already likely have the relevant
documents regarding all of these matters – for example, the Debtors should have the documents
and information regarding the negotiation, documentation and services/payments provided under
their own contracts and with respect to their own tax attributes. There is no basis to compel
Sciens to provide such discovery at this time.
13.

As for the Committee's extraordinarily broad-ranging requests for which it seeks a

Rule 2004 order despite never even bothering to meet and confer with Sciens, the Committee
fails to provide sufficient factual or legal support. Instead, the Committee “adopts as the factual
bases for the relief requested herein the facts set forth in the Consortium Rule 2004 Motion” (¶
10), and relies upon unsupported conclusory statements hypothesizing that “there appear to be

6
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myriad of troubling issues that warrant investigation.” See Committee Rule 2004 Motion ¶ 12.
The record does not support ordering Sciens to incur hundreds of thousands of dollars (or more)
in unwarranted discovery expense on this particular fishing expedition. Regarding the
Committee’s (and the Consortium’s) baseless mud-slinging, Sciens incorporates its Reply of
Sciens Capital Management LLC to the Objections of the Ad Hoc Consortium of Holders of
Senior Notes to the Debtors’ Dip Facility [Dkt. No. 114], which answers these meritless attacks.
There is no basis to compel Sciens to respond to the Committee’s unreasonable expedited
discovery at this time.
14.

Custodians and Documents. Three Sciens representatives conduct the majority

of Sciens' business regarding the Debtors, the West Hartford facility lease and the landlord –
Ioannis (John) P. Rigas (Chairman and CEO), Daniel J. Standen (Partner), and Z. Clifton
Dameron IV (General Counsel – Private Equity). They are the Sciens employees/partners most
likely to have unique, non-duplicative documents relevant to the West Hartford Facility lease.
15.

Sciens proposes to collect emails from these custodians during the relevant time

period (set forth below), as well as any hardcopy files in their possession, custody or control.
16.

Relevant Time Period. The central issues in the Rule 2004 Motion concern the

West Hartford facility lease and Sciens’ alleged control over the landlord and purported
interference with the Debtors’ ability to secure a lease extension. See, e.g., Consortium Rule
2004 Motion ¶¶ 2-4, ¶ 15, ¶ 32. These allegations are ironic, given that Sciens only became
involved with the West Hartford facility in order to provide assistance to Colt several years ago,
when the prior landlord suggested it might sell the property and terminate Colt’s lease. See
Debtors’ Rule 2004 Motion ¶ 6.

7
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It is also relevant that the ownership of the West Hartford facility by a third party

was fully disclosed in the “risk factors” section of the Debtors’ offering memorandum under
which the bondholders invested:
We lease our West Hartford facility from an affiliate of one of our sponsors.
The term of this lease expires October 25, 2012 [since extended to October
25, 2015]. This lease does not provide for renewal of the term and after
the stated lease maturity we may not be able to continue to occupy that
property on acceptable terms, or be able to find suitable replacement
manufacturing facilities on satisfactory terms and conditions…. Any
disruption in our business or manufacturing operations resulting from the
relocation of our West Hartford facility or otherwise could result in lost net
sales, increased costs (including increased rent payments) and reduced
profits.
Offering Memorandum at p. 19 (emphasis added); see also Offering Memorandum at p. 89
(disclosing that certain principals of Sciens have a direct and/or indirect ownership interest in
NPA Hartford LLC).
18.

Nevertheless, Sciens proposes to collect, review and produce lease-related

documents from January 1 through July 17, 2015. As discussed in the Debtors’ motion, Colt’s
April 14, 2015 initial prepackaged plan “did not mention the Lease beyond disclosing its nonextension as a risk factor associated with the plan,” because it was assumed that the landlord
would agree to a lease extension without issue. See Debtors’ Rule 2004 Motion ¶ 8. Sometime
in April-May 2015 – when the restructuring support agreement (“RSA”) was executed – the
landlord allegedly consented to extend the lease for up to five additional years. See Debtors’
Rule 2004 Motion ¶ 11. Thus, any documents regarding negotiations or discussions relating to
the terms of the proposed lease extension set forth in the RSA should be limited to that same
time period. Nevertheless, Sciens will go back even further, to January 1, 2015, in order to
capture any other preliminary or one-off lease discussions that might have occurred before the
initial prepackaged plan in April 2015.
8
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The movants also suggest that Sciens may have interfered with the Debtors’

ability to procure an extension of the lease between the June filing of the Debtors’ bankruptcy
cases and mid-July, when the Consortium’s representative purportedly met with the landlord’s
counsel. The allegation is untrue, but Sciens will nevertheless agree to provide relevant
documents through July 17, when Sciens first received the Debtors’ discovery letter request.
This proposed time period is reasonable to address the movants' concerns regarding the lease.
20.

Use of Search Terms. Upon completing the collection of the custodians’ emails,

Sciens proposes to use search terms to limit the number of emails to be reviewed by Sciens’
counsel (i.e., only documents that contain ‘hits’ from the search terms will be reviewed). If the
Debtors, the Consortium and the Committee had complied with the local rules, the parties
already would have discussed proposed search terms. But the movants declined to do so.
21.

Sciens proposes to provide to the movants a list of search terms to be applied to

the emails collected from the custodians. The search terms will be negotiated among the parties
and largely will be driven by the number of document “hits” that would result from applying
each proposed search term to the universe of collected data. This is reasonable under the
circumstances and, depending upon the volume of email data collected, may be the only feasible
option for producing relevant documents on an expedited basis.
22.

Only Responsive, Non-Privileged Documents Will Be Produced. Sciens also

proposes to produce only responsive, non-privileged documents after their review by its counsel.
There would be no privilege logs at this time, while Sciens’ efforts are focused on reviewing and
producing documents as expeditiously as possible.
23.

Timing of the Document Productions. Sciens proposes to use best efforts to

produce documents on a rolling basis as they are reviewed, with an initial goal of commencing

9
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production on or about August 5. The production would be completed as expeditiously as
reasonably possible in advance of the bid procedures hearing.
24.

Rule 2004 Deposition. The movants also seek to depose a Sciens designee with

respect to lease matters and the document production. Sciens is willing to produce Daniel
Standen to testify.
25.

Dispute Resolution Procedures. Sciens lastly proposes that, if the parties cannot

consensually resolve any discovery issues after good faith discussions, any party may schedule a
discovery conference at the Court's convenience on three days’ notice. Before scheduling such a
discovery conference, the party seeking it should provide the other parties with a written position
statement specifically identifying the issues.
CONCLUSION
26.

For the reasons set forth herein, Sciens respectfully submits that the Court should

deny the Rule 2004 Motions and grant Sciens such other relief as may be warranted..
Dated: Wilmington, Delaware
July 28, 2015
SKADDEN, ARPS, SLATE, MEAGHER & FLOM LLP
/s/ Jason M. Liberi
Anthony W. Clark (I.D. No. 2051)
Jason M. Liberi (I.D. No. 4425)
One Rodney Square, P.O. Box 636
Wilmington, Delaware 19899-0636
(302) 651-3000 (telephone)
- and Jay M. Goffman, Esq.
Mark A. McDermott, Esq.
Evan A. Hill, Esq.
Four Times Square
New York, New York 10036-6522
Counsel for Sciens Capital Management LLC
10
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, Jason M. Liberi, hereby certify that on July 28, 2015, I caused the
foregoing Objection Of Sciens Capital Management LLC To Bankruptcy Rule
2004 Motions Filed By (I) The Ad Hoc Consortium Of Holders Of Senior Notes,
(II) The Official Committee Of Unsecured Creditors, And (III) The Debtors to
be served on the parties listed on Exhibit A attached hereto, by United States first
class mail, unless otherwise indicated thereon.

/s/ Jason M. Liberi
Jason M. Liberi
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EXHIBIT A
John J Rapisardi, Esq.
Peter Friedman, Esq.
Joseph Zujkowski, Esq.
Diana M Perez, Esq.
O'Melveny & Myers LLP
Times Square Tower
Seven Times Square
New York, NY 10036
Mark D Collins, Esq.
Jason M Madron, Esq.
Richards, Layton & Finger, P.A.
One Rodney Square
920 North King Street
Wilmington, DE 19801
(By Hand Delivery)
William P. Bowden, Esq.
Karen B. Skomorucha Owens, Esq.
ASHBY & GEDDES, P.A.
500 Delaware Avenue, 8th Floor
P.O. Box 1150
Wilmington, DE 19899
(By Hand Delivery)
Robert J. Stark, Esq.
Andrew M. Carty, Esq.
BROWN RUDNICK LLP
Seven Times Square
New York, NY 10036
James W. Stoll, Esq.
BROWN RUDNICK LLP
One Financial Center
18th Floor
Boston, MA 02111
United States Trustee
844 King Street, Room 2207
Lockbox #35
Wilmington, DE 19899-0035
(By Hand Delivery)

Domenic E. Pacitti, Esq.
Richard M. Beck, Esq.
Klehr Harrison Harvey Branzburg LLP
919 Market Street, Suite 1000
Wilmington, Delaware 19801-3062
(By Hand Delivery)
David M. Posner, Esq.
Shane G. Ramsey, Esq.
Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP
The Grace Building
1114 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY, 10036-7703
Todd C. Meyers, Esq.
Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP
1100 Peachtree Street NE
Suite 2800
Atlanta, GA, 30309-4528

